
PROFESSIONAL 200 SOLARGRAPH

TAG HEUER AQUARACER



Bold, active and in tune with nature, the philosophy of 

the TAG Heuer Aquaracer has always been based on a 

perfect fusion with the elements while maintaining an 

innate elegance. TAG Heuer’s Solargraph movement is 

known for harnessing the sun, an unlimited energy 

source and offers many guaranteed benefits. 



Super-LumiNova®

Indexes, hour, minute and central hands are applied 

with Super-Luminova®.

BRACELET

The finishing touch is a steel folding clasp with an  

adjustment link extension, as well as the TAG Heuer 

shield.

MOVEMENT

Intricately designed and meticulously crafted, the TAG 

Heuer Aquaracer Solargraph series is equipped with a 

solar quartz movement. A two-minute exposure to 

direct sunlight is enough to power the watch for an 

entire day. Once fully charged, after less than 40 hours 

in the sun, the watch can run for up to 10 months with no 

light exposure. 

DIAL

The dials themselves, emit an alluring charm, making 

them ideal for those seeking an everyday elegance in 

their sporting adventures. Completing the traditional 

Aquaracer quartz models, this series proudly features a 

date window at 3 o’clock.

DESIGN

These 34mm size models come with the key features of 

the Aquaracer collection: a unidirectional rotating 

bezel, screw-down crown, water resistance to 200 

meters, luminous markings, sapphire crystal and a 

double safety clasp. The new line features a spectrum 

of five new dials, each imparting a distinctive character 

to the timepieces.

KEY FEATURES





REFERENCE

WBP1315.BA0005

KEY FEATURES

MOVEMENT


Calibre TH50-01


Quartz

FUNCTIONS


Hours, minutes, seconds, date

CAS

 Steel fine brushed & polished case

 Steel 60-minute scale unidirectional 

turning bezel

 Flat sapphire crystal with double 

anti-reflective treatmen

 Steel screwed caseback

DIAL


Polar Blue grained iridescent dial

SIZE


34 mm

WATER RESISTANCE


200 m

BRACELE

 Polished steel 3 rows 

bracele

 Steel folding clasp with 

double safety push-

buttons with comfort link 

extension; TAG Heuer 

shield





REFERENCE

WBP1311.BA0005

KEY FEATURES

MOVEMENT


Calibre TH50-01


Quartz

FUNCTIONS


Hours, minutes, seconds, date

CAS

 Steel fine brushed & polished case

 Steel 60-minute scale unidirectional 

turning bezel

 Flat sapphire crystal with double 

anti-reflective treatmen

 Steel screwed caseback

DIAL


Deep blue sunray brushed dial

SIZE


34 mm

WATER RESISTANCE


200 m

BRACELE

 Polished steel 3 rows 

bracele

 Steel folding clasp with 

double safety push-

buttons with comfort link 

extension; TAG Heuer 

shield



Breaking new ground, TAG Heuer introduces mother-

of-pearl dials, a first for the Solargraph series. This 

presented a unique challenge, as Solargraph 

technology demands semi-transparency to harness 

solar energy. TAG Heuer ingeniously adapted mother-

of-pearl to meet these requirements, ensuring its 

visibility while allowing light to pass through. 



REFERENCE

WBP1312.BA0005

KEY FEATURES

MOVEMENT


Calibre TH50-01


Quartz

FUNCTIONS


Hours, minutes, seconds, date

CAS

 Steel fine brushed & polished case

 Steel 60-minute scale unidirectional 

turning bezel

 Flat sapphire crystal with double 

anti-reflective treatmen

 Steel screwed caseback

DIAL


Mother of pearl dial

SIZE


34 mm

WATER RESISTANCE


200 m

BRACELE

 Polished steel 3 rows 

bracele

 Steel folding clasp with 

double safety push-

buttons with comfort link 

extension; TAG Heuer 

shield



REFERENCE

WBP1313.BA0005

KEY FEATURES

MOVEMENT


Calibre TH50-01


Quartz

FUNCTIONS


Hours, minutes, seconds, date

CAS

 Steel fine brushed & polished case

 Steel 60-minute scale unidirectional 

turning bezel

 Flat sapphire crystal with double 

anti-reflective treatmen

 Steel screwed caseback

DIA

 Mother of pearl dia

 11 applied indexes with 1.60mm 

diamonds

SIZE


34 mm

WATER RESISTANCE


200 m

BRACELE

 Polished steel 3 rows 

bracele

 Steel folding clasp with 

double safety push-

buttons with comfort link 

extension; TAG Heuer 

shield



REFERENCE

WBP1314.BA0005

KEY FEATURES

MOVEMENT


Calibre TH50-01


Quartz

FUNCTIONS


Hours, minutes, seconds, date

CAS

 Steel fine brushed & polished cas

 Diamond set (34 diamonds of 

1.70mm & 1 diamond of 1.80mm), 

steel 60-minute scale unidirectional 

turning beze

 Flat sapphire crystal with double 

anti-reflective treatmen

 Steel screwed caseback

DIA

 Mother of pearl dial

 11 applied indexes with 1.60mm 

diamonds

SIZE


34 mm

WATER RESISTANCE


200 m

BRACELE

 Polished steel 3 rows 

bracele

 Steel folding clasp with 

double safety push-

buttons with comfort link 

extension; TAG Heuer 

shield



tagheuer.com

https://www.tagheuer.com/

